WINTER PROGRAM

MAISON BELAVISTA
Madeira Island
From the terrace of Maison Belavista, enjoy an unobstructed view of the Atlantic Ocean. The holiday house is
set in the quiet area of Calheta only 3 minutes from the beach. It is ideally located for touring the island; from
the fabulous landscapes to the natural volcanic swimming pools.
Madeira Island is famous throughout the world for its natural beauty and is often called the floating garden of
the Atlantic. The abundance of protected reserves found on the island is a true wonder for nature lovers.
Myriad walking trails through rare Laurisilva forests reward hikers with breathtaking mountain views, while
scuba divers can explore the crystal clear waters. Madeira is simply a natural paradise.

PLACES OF INTEREST
Calheta (2km): Calheta is one of Madeira's hottest spots with a beautiful little marina and two man-maid
golden sandy beaches. Calheta was one of the first places to be explored by the early settlers.
Parque Natural da Madeira (26 km): The Parque Natural da Madeira conserves the largest surviving area of
primary laurel forest or laurisilva. These forests display a wealth of ecological niches, intact ecosystem
processes, and play a predominant role in maintaining the hydrological balance on the Island of Madeira.
Cabo Girão (27 km): In this village, visitors find one of the highest cliff faces in the world. The city itself
faces the Atlantic with a backdrop of dramatic mountains amidst banana plantations.
Porto Moniz (28 km): Porto Moniz is a small and pleasant town known for its natural volcanic pools. In
Porto Moniz visitors also find the historic Fort of João Batista, built in 1730 to protect from Pirate raids,
now restored into the Madeira Aquarium with more than 70 typical species.
Caves of São Vicente (34 km): A unique Madeira experience that is not to be missed. These caves were
created by a massive eruption that took place many thousands of years ago; a unique journey to the
interior of the earth.
Funchal (38km): Funchal’s stunning bay and surrounding mountains make this one of the most beautiful
cities in Portugal. Visit the many historical churches around Funchal and admire their magnificent
paintings and architecture.
Camacha (46 km): Another of Madeira’s picturesque villages; very well known for its wicker basket
industry and colorful folklore traditions. Through the paths and levada walks one can enjoy the landscape
and learn and feel the interesting set of cultural and natural aspects that have fashioned Camacha.
Machico (58km): Visit the city where explorers first settled in 1420. Modern Machico has a beach and for
those who enjoy diving, there is a popular marine reserve on the coast.
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DESCRIPTION OF THE PROPERTY
This holiday house can accommodate a maximum of 5 people (4+1). Bath towels, kitchen towels, and bed

linens are provided. WIFI and weekly professional cleaning are included. There is also a private parking.
Baby cot, bath and high chair are available on request.
Please note that pets are not allowed and smoking is not allowed inside the house.
recommended.

Car rental is

Airport: Madeira Airport (approx. 50 km)

Facilities in this house:
 Kitchen: Fully equipped – Stove, oven, microwave, refrigerator/freezer, cooking utensils, expresso
machine
 Dining area: Table and 6 chairs
 Living room: Large sofa, table, flat screen TV, DVD player (European) and DVD collection, board games
 Bedroom 1: Double bed, storage space
 Bedroom 2: Double bed, storage space
 One twin size bed can be installed in one of the two bedrooms
 Bathroom: Shower, basin, toilet
 Outside: Terrace with BBQ and summer kitchen, table with 6 chairs, 2 long chairs
 Additional amenities: Fully fenced property, washing machine and iron

PLEASE NOTE:
Check in time is Saturday after 17:00 / Check out time is Saturday at 11:00
Contact: Mr. Jean Soulard
Phone number: +33 (0) 662 849696
E-mail address: maisonmadere@gmail.com
What to do prior to your arrival: The landlord asks to be contacted a few weeks before your arrival to
take care of the required arrangements. THANK YOU!
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